practice. If patients serve doctors, doctors would be passionate about rare and challenging cases and apathetic to common and simple cases. Medical practice is not only about curing, but also comforting. Doctors should care and love their patients. Carrying this belief, Dr. Fang successively served as resident, attending physician, associate professor, professor, director of internal medicine, vice president, and honorary president of PUMCH (Wang et al., 2006) (Fig. 3) .
Prof. Fang was a founder and pioneer in many areas of cardiology. Since 1950s, he had engaged in the study of various cardiovascular diseases. He early advocated the clinical application of electrocardiography. (Guang, 2001) (Fig. 4) .
Prof. Fang painstakingly educated young doctors all through his life. He was one of the first group of doctoral tutors of PUMCH. He was chief editor of four books, one of which Modern Internal Medicine won the first prize of National Excellent Science and Technology Books Award and second prize of National Science and Technology Progress Award. He gave instructive guidance to medical students and junior doctors with no thought for rewards. Sometimes, they would list Prof. Fang's name on academic literatures which he helped to plot or revise. However, Prof. Fang always firmly refused (Yan, 1992) .
In Despite his fame, many titles and positions, putting on the doctor's white garment, Prof. Fang had nothing but his patients in mind. Once he had kept working 16 h to rescue a severe sepsis patient. Just when he was about to take a break, the ward admitted a little girl with rheumatic heart disease at death's door. Hearing about the girl's severe heart failure, Prof. Fang immediately got up and went back to rescue her. In the next 3 days, he kept observing patient recovery without leaving the ward. Finally the girl got out of danger and recovered (Guang, 2001) . Countless nights and mornings, the dog days of summer and the dead of winter, Prof. Fang was called from sound sleep, dinner table, bringing hope and consolation to patients and their families. One of his most common words to subordinate doctors was: "Please don't hesitate to call me if there is problem with patients, anytime!" In the winter, he always rubbed his hands to make them warm before palpation. Rich or poor, educated or illiterate, noble or disadvantaged, Prof. Fang treated his patients without discrimination. He strongly cherished the conviction that patients should receive equal treatment from doctors (Dai, 1985) (Fig. 6) .
Prof . (Ma, 1997) .
On January 30th, 2018, Prof. Fang died of illness at the age of 98. Throughout his selfless life, Prof. Fang took little heed of fame and wealth, and was remembered for his genuine kindness and superb expertise (Chen et al., 2018) .
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